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Upgrade to super-fast symmetrical  
business fibre with  

TPG FAST FIBRE

THE FINE PRINT:
1 Not available in all areas or to all customers. 2 Power Networx will provide you with a with a fibre internet connection, delivered over the TPG fibre network. 3. Power Networx, via TPG, will provide a Network Terminating 
Device (NTD) used to facilitate connection to the network. The cabling that is required in your premises beyond the Network Boundary Point is your cost and responsibility. 4 You may use your own router provided 
it is compatible with our service; however this means that you will be responsible for the configuration and management of the router. Alternatively you may purchase your router from us. 5 You must obtain the 
consent of the property owner to have the Fibre installation performed 6 Actual speeds you will receive will vary due to a number of factors such as the network connecting the exchange, your equipment, software 
and internet traffic. Transmission overheads will also slightly reduce the speeds you will receive. Whilst we classify these speeds as being guaranteed, the above factors must be considered. 7 Typical installations 
take 6 to 8 weeks to complete, depending on the level of work required. Power Networx Ltd ABN 84 620 741 639

SERVICE QUALITY 
TPG Fast Fibre provides higher 

throughput with guaranteed speeds 
and uptime SLA’s.

$0 FIBRE BUILD
With TPG Fast Fibre, enjoy the 

advantage of direct end-to-end 
fibre connectivity to your site (with 
$0 installation available to eligible 

Australian businesses. Call (08) 
9340 0200 to check if your business 

qualifies.

PERTH-BASED SUPPORT
Our support team are all based locally in 
Perth so that your enquires are answered 

quickly and promptly.

ENTERPRISE GRADE
TPG Fast Fibre is ideal for business 

being highly stable, providing excellent 
performance with low latency.

GUARANTEED SPEEDS
TPG Fast Fibre provided by Power Networx  

provided super-fast guaranteed speeds up 
to 10GPS with incredibly low latency and a 

1:1 contention ratio latency.

Why you should choose Power Networx 
TPG FAST FIBRE

FAST FIBRE  
1000 MBPS

FAST FIBRE  
2000 MBPS

FAST FIBRE  
5000 MBPS

FAST FIBRE  
10000 MBPS

Monthly Acess Fee $649+GST $1,099+GST $1,699+GST $2,599+GST

Symmetrical 
Speeds 1000mbps 2000mbps 5000mbps 10000mbps

Standard 
Installation Free Free Free Free

IP Address Static Static Static Static

Data Allowance Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Uptime Guarantee 99.95% 99.95% 99.95% 99.95%

Month Term 48 Months 48 Months 48 Months 48 Months

Local Perth Support

Minimum Cost Over 
48 Months $31,152+GST $52,752+GST $81,552+GST $124,752+GST

TPG FAST FIBRE
48 MONTHS

PLAN DETAILS


